Press Release

Continental signs collaborative agreement with
Caterpillar
Hanover, Germany (February 22, 2017) – Continental and Caterpillar Inc. have signed an
agreement to equip Cat Off-Highway-Trucks (model series 770 to 775) with Continental RDTMaster tires in sizes 18.00R33, 21.00R33 and 24.00R35. The agreement also calls for the two
companies to collaborate on designing new tires for two other Cat products: Medium Wheel
Loaders and Articulated Dump Trucks.
Jan Skaletz, Key Account Manager for OTR tires, stated: “We are happy to announce the
cooperation with Caterpillar on top of the launch of our new tire lines in the Mining and
Construction segment. This cooperation underlines the significance that Caterpillar places in
innovative technology, the customized solution approach and leading edge technology that
Continental now offers in this new industry segment.”
Continental’s RDT-Master tires feature all-steel radial casings and belt packages for cut and impact
resistance that provide outstanding traction in all directions. They will be listed on Caterpillar price
lists starting in 2017 and can be specified by Caterpillar dealers and end users as first fit tires on
new equipment orders.

Picture texts:
Picture 1: Continental and Caterpillar sign collaborative agreement
Continental is the perfect partner for the construction industry offering a comprehensive product
portfolio.
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Picture 2: Continental and Caterpillar signed collaborative agreement
As part of the agreement, Caterpillar will equip Cat Off-Highway-Trucks with Continental RDTMaster tires.

Continental develops intelligent technologies for transporting people and their goods. As a reliable partner,
the international automotive supplier, tire manufacturer, and industrial partner provides sustainable, safe,
comfortable, individual, and affordable solutions. In 2016, the corporation generated sales of €40,5 billion
with its five divisions, Chassis & Safety, Interior, Powertrain, Tires, and ContiTech. Continental currently
employs more than 220,000 people in 55 countries.
The Tire Division currently has more than 24 production and development locations worldwide. The broad
product range and continuous investments in R&D make a major contribution to cost-effective and
ecologically efficient mobility. As one of the world's leading tire manufacturers with about 49,000 employees,
the Tire Division achieved sales of €10.4 billion in 2015.
Continental Commercial Vehicle Tires is one of the largest manufacturers of truck, bus and commercial
specialty tires worldwide. The business unit is continuously developing from a pure tire manufacturer to a
solution provider, offering a broad range of products, services and tire-related solutions.
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